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 JUST ONE EASY STEP – TO TOTAL CONTROL 

● Covid was a simulation for something much bigger.

● A planning and preparation exercise worldwide in scope.

● Getting all governments and the public into a state of fear.

● And 90% of the population fell for the bribe.  

● Now fully trained  – a much bigger event is about to unfold. 

● But this time there will be no escape! 

● Have we been primed for the unthinkable? I say yes!

● And people took the bait – hook – line and sinker! 
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Universal Basic Income Will Pave the Way for a Digital Dollar
● One of the proposed solutions to the ever-widening gap between the country’s 

wealthiest and its poor is a Universal Basic Income. 

● A UBI would be the easiest way to make a digital dollar happen. It would also give the 
government unfettered access to your every transaction of everyone. 

● To pay for all UBI, governments will need digital money. It’s the most efficient way to 
manage and track such a massive transfer of wealth.

● Digital money will come in the form of a central bank digital currency (CBDC).

● I’ve been warning you about the privacy threats CBDCs pose since June 2023.

● Currently, 114 countries – representing over 95% of global GDP – are exploring 
CBDC.  11 have launched a CBDC, including China, Nigeria, and Saudi Arabia.

● Countries can make their Universal Basic Income payment with a CBDC available on 
a smartphone – bypassing the traditional banking system like China did with the e-
CNY. 

● This will significantly decrease the need for much of the banking world. Governments 
will become the banker in many of the transactions if not all. 

● Knowing that this system is going to be soon imposed is this why you now see the 
worlds banks being shut down systematically across the world.  

● A total of 2,118 USA bank branches closed in 2023 alone, and have laid off more than 
60,000 workers in 2023 – does this look like healthy behaviour to you?



  

The Universal Basic Income will be the Trojan Horse 
for CBDCs



  

The Universal Basic Income will be the Trojan Horse for CBDCs
● With CBDCs, the government can just drop the digital dollars in your digital 

wallet or bank account. That avoids the hassle of mailing checks to millions 
of people upon the adoption of UBI.

● But here’s where the danger comes in. When the Canadian government 
adopts the CBDC platform for payment, you’ll have your Canadian dollars in 
your bank reset.  And they’ll be replaced with something much more 
dangerous. More about that in this presentation. 

● Could it happen like this? When they roll out a full-scale UBI program, they 
could legally bribe millions of Canadians to consent. It would be so easy.

● Let me give you a real-life example of how this has already happened. In 
China, the government created a digital version of its currency, the yuan. 
And it created a smartphone app everyone has to have to access the digital 
yuan. If you don’t have the app you can’t excess your money.   

● To incentive folks to download the app, the Chinese government bribed 
citizens with free money – $31.34 to be exact. And it worked!

● In one move, the communist government got its citizens to accept the digital 
yuan as the new currency and sign up to its controlled banking system. All 
by giving away free money.

● That’s all it took to get people to consent. Free Money!



  

They will control your spending – 
thus controlling you



  

They will control your spending – thus controlling you

● Friends, a Universal Basic Income with a digital dollar attached 
will offer 100% visibility into every penny you spend.

● Our government and dangerous un-elected technocrats like 
those of the WEF and WHO will turn into all-ruling overseers, 
scrutinizing and punishing us for every financial move we make.

● It will be George Orwell’s Big Brother… but on steroids.

● The Universal Basic Income system will give the government 
full consent to view and control all our finances.

● What’s frightening about a centrally controlled digital dollar is 
that the government could shut off CBDC access to anyone for 
any reason at any time. And if a government bans cash, you’re 
literally locked out of your money. They will control all your 
spending, and cancel orders on things they don’t want you to 
purchase, like meat, gas, etc, etc, etc. 



  

The FedNow System
Launched July 1, 2023

FedNow is a 24/7 money transferring system which will speed 
transactions. However the Federal Reserve will have the ability 
to track every monetary transaction made in the system. 



  

The FedNow System-Launched July 1, 2023
What the USA Federal Reserve is saying about the FedNow network

“The Technology – known as a regulated liability network – will allow 
banks to simulate issuing digital money representing their customers’ own 
funds before settling through central bank reserves on a distributed 
ledger”. - Federal Reserve Bank

1  -  “The technology – known as a regulated liability network”
Meaning – controlled banking. 

2 – “Banks to simulate issuing digital money.” 
 Meaning – to put on a false or deceptive appearance that issuing digital 
money is the same as cash.

3 – “Representing their customers own funds”  
Meaning – all bank customers funds will become digital and the central 
banks property.

4 – “Before settling through central bank reserves on a distributed ledger” 
Meaning – the central bank (Federal Reserve) will take over all banking 
networks and arrange the digital currency on their ledger (instead of a 
bank customer ledger account)  in systematic order that they only control 
outright.  



  

FedNow Programmable Dollars 
“Programmable US dollars may be necessary to support new business 
models and provide a foundation to much-needed innovations in financial 
settlements and infrastructure.” - Federal Reverse Bank 

1 -“Programmable US dollars”                                                                              
Meaning – Programmable currency would apply to items that governments or 
central banks would not allow you to purchase such as; fast food, lottery tickets, 
steaks, or flowers,  these would be programmed into the digital currency either 
on the overall population or an individual personal or business application.

2-“Financial settlements and infrastructure”                                                      
Meaning – Anyone who has watched how swiftly Canadian banks complied with 
the Emergencies Act, to freeze the accounts of those who protested COVID-19 
rules in Ottawa, should be in no doubt that financial institutions would willingly 
comply with programmable digital currency, even if it were forced on them. For 
one thing, Canada’s government gave the banks immunity from prosecution.

3 – “Support new business models”                                                                    
 Meaning – A digital currency would render a citizen entirely helpless financially 
in the face of government or central bank monitoring for either benevolent 
purposes or any other purposes they want to control. It could prevent you from 
buying almost anything,

https://www.businessinsider.com/canadas-emergencies-act-tests-banks-compliance-2022-2
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html


  

FedNow Programmable Dollars 
(cont'd)
but it could also punish you unexpectedly in situations that would otherwise 
require a structured legal system which may not be present: “Are you late with a 
payment of some kind? Sorry, but you can’t use the system or buy things — they 
would block usage until you’re caught up with your debt you may owe. 

4 – “Provide a foundation to much-needed innovations”                                  
Meaning – Your right to purchase the needs of life could ultimately depend on 
what you said on social media. Too far-fetched? Well, in Ontario (a province of 
Canada), during the anti-COVID lockdown demos that preceded the 
Emergencies Act, one woman found a police officer at her door who wanted to 
discuss a Facebook post she had written, supporting the protests… That 
occurred before the federal government gave the banks the right to freeze her 
accounts. Think what will happen when a digital currency is implemented. 

5 – “Innovations in financial settlements and infrastructure”                           
 Meaning – Block chain technology can be used to take away the privacy and 
rights of individuals. Enter the Social Credit Score! Do you want to live in a world 
where every purchase you make and every interaction you have with others is 
recorded, documented and unchangeable? What about a world where everyone 
is manipulated into rating each other in some kind of evil social rating system on 
a daily basis? 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10520533/Canadian-woman-slams-cop-hounding-home-Facebook-post.html


  

FedNow Programmable Dollars 
(cont'd)
 Your every move is recorded and every website you v isit is documented. Every 
purchase you make is to their standards, every time you step off the curb before 
the light changes, and every time you go even one unit above the speed limit it 
is used against you. If your score drops, you lose access to travel and quality 
food, and if it drops enough you eventually lose your home and become 
untouchable with no hope of ever getting ahead in life. That’s what will be 
introduced with the digital currency involved with the Universal Basic Income. 
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How does this play out for us in Canada?
On March 6, 2023 I received a letter from TD Bank – It states - “We combined 
the terms and conditions for Easy Web Online Banking, the TD app and it’s 
features into the Digital Banking Agreement. We combined the terms and 
conditions of your TD Access Card, PIN and credentials into the Access 
Agreement. 

The letters states that these conditions apply to every banking account that the 
TD Bank operates. Chequing, Savings, Credit Cards, Lines of Credit, Loans, 
Investment, Mutual Funds, Multi Holdings, Registered Plans, Mortgages. 

On July 2, 2023 when you made a transaction at TD BANK or any other 
Canadian or USA Bank you unknowing were enrolled into the FedNow digital 
system.   

 Under the Digital Agreement The TD banking agreements States
“Your device means any electronic device – mobile phones, wearables, tablets. 

Under Push Notifications it states 
“spending patterns” 



  

How does this play out for us in Canada?
Under Location Sharing it states
“to identify the physical location of the device you use for digital Banking”   

Under Bio-metrics it states
 “are ways to identify people”

Under Digital Banking and services it states
“We or a third Party may impose any other obligations relating to your use of 
Digital Banking and the services. You must comply with them. 

So as you can see we have been enrolled in the new digital system. And it’s 
tracking your every move and payment. 



  

 Canada Bills S-233 & C-223 for 
Unconditional Basic Income



  

 Canada Bills S-233 & C-223 for Unconditional Basic Income

Bill S-233 – Whereas every person should have access to a livable 
basic income; 

What the Bills say

“...for any person over the age of 17, including temporary workers, 
permanent residents and refugee claimants.”

“determine what constitutes a livable basic income for each region in 
Canada”

“to ensure that participation in education, training or the labour market is 
not required”

“does not result in a decrease in services or benefits meant to meet 
an individual’s exceptional needs related to health or disability.”

The central feature of any Guaranteed Basic Income program is that it is 
unconditional on anything other than age, income and residency. 



  

 Canada Bills S-233 & C-223 for Unconditional Basic Income

Universal basic income – is described as a system where the government of 
Canada provides people with a set amount of money every month as a form of 
income. This usually covers a broad group, like all citizens, adults, or residents, 
but could also be a program delivered on a needs-based criteria. This money is 
given without any work requirement in order to ensure people can pay for basic 
necessities like food, shelter and clothing. 

It can also mean that everyone in a society — rich or poor — gets a monthly 
cheque for the same amount. At the end of the year, the government uses the 
tax system to balance out the scales and recoup that extra cash from the higher 
income earners who didn't end up needing it. 

If all Canadians aged 17 to 64 received annual payments of $24,000 with no 
strings attached, the annual price tag would reach $465 billion. For perspective, 
consider that the entire federal budget in 2019-20 including interest on the 
national debt was $362.9 billion. Remember how fast the government brought in 
CERB under emergency orders – I believe the UBI system will come in the 
same way. 



  

Digital currencies and fintech: projects

We are working on several technical projects designed to help us 
prepare for the future of money and payments.

Digital Canadian Dollar 
Learn about how we’re exploring the possibility of issuing a digital form of 
the Canadian dollar, also known as a central bank digital currency (CBDC).

Digital currencies and fintech: projects

We are working on several technical projects designed to help us 
prepare for the future of money and payments.

Digital currencies and fintech: projects

We are working on several technical projects designed to help us 
prepare for the future of money and payments.

https://www.bankofcanada.ca/digitaldollar/


  

Project Jasper
Project Jasper marks a significant milestone in the payments industry. It was the 
first time in the world that a central bank participated in a distributed ledger 
technology (DLT) experiment in partnership with the private sector. This 
collaborative research initiative between the public and private sectors aims to 
understand how DLT could transform the wholesale payments system. 
Our broad-based approach to fintech and our work on Project Jasper landed our 
Fintech Working Group the first Pioneer Award in 2018.

Phase 1
Digital Canadian Dollar 
In the first phase of the project, we investigated the use of DLT for the settlement 
of high-value inter-bank payments.

Project Jasper Primer
February 9, 2017: This primer, published by Payments Canada, provides a brief 
overview of the project.

https://www.centralbanking.com/technology/3711021/pioneer-award-bank-of-canada
https://www.bankofcanada.ca/digitaldollar/
https://payments.ca/insights/research/project-jasper-primer


  

Phase 2
Phase 2 of the project involved rebuilding the platform using an alternative form 
of DLT to further test the efficiency of this technology for the clearing and 
settlement of high-value inter-bank payments.

Project Jasper: A Canadian Experiment with Distributed Ledger 
Technology for Domestic Inter-bank Payments Settlement
September 29, 2017: White Paper prepared by Payments Canada, R3 and the 
Bank of Canada
This report describes the findings of Project Jasper, a collaborative research 
initiative between public and private sectors to understand how distributed 
ledger technology could transform the future of payments in Canada.

Project Jasper: Are Distributed Wholesale Payment Systems Feasible Yet?
May 25, 2017: This report describes a joint endeavour between public and 
private sectors to explore a wholesale payment system based on distributed 
ledger technology (DLT). They find that a stand-alone DLT system is unlikely to 
be as beneficial as a centralized payment system in terms of core operating 
costs; however, it could increase financial system efficiency as a result of 
integration with the broader financial market infrastructure.

https://www.bankofcanada.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/fsr-june-2017-chapman.pdf


  

Phase 3
Project Jasper Phase 3 explored the potential benefits from integrating this 
“cash on ledger” with other assets, such as foreign exchange and securities.

Jasper Phase III: Securities Settlement Using Distributed Ledger 
Technology
October 22, 2018: White Paper prepared by Payments Canada, the Bank of 
Canada, TMX Group, Accenture and R3
This report describes the findings of the third phase of Project Jasper, a 
collaborative research initiative between the public and private sectors to 
understand how distributed ledger technology could transform the future of 
payments and securities settlement in Canada.



  

Phase 4
Together with Payments Canada, we have partnered with the Monetary Authority of 
Singapore and the Bank of England to work on a cross-border, cross-currency 
settlement system for the next phase of the experiment. This collaboration 
combines our own Project Jasper and Singapore’s Project Ubin, with a view to 
using DLT to make cross-border payments faster and less expensive.
 
Jasper-Ubin Design Paper: Enabling Cross-Border High Value Transfer 
Using Distributed Ledger Technologies
May 2, 2019: White Paper prepared by the Bank of Canada, the Monetary Authority 
of Singapore, Accenture and J.P. Morgan
This report describes the findings of the Jasper-Ubin experiment, a collaborative 
research initiative between two central banks with support from the private sector. 
This experiment helped us to understand how distributed ledger technology (DLT) 
could lead to safer and more efficient cross-border and cross-currency payments 
using different types of DLT platforms.



  

Phase 4 (cont'd)

Cross-Border Inter-bank Payments and Settlements: Emerging 
Opportunities for Digital Transformation
November 15, 2018: Preliminary report prepared by the Bank of Canada, the 
Monetary Authority of Singapore, the Bank of England, and HSBC, with 
contributions from Toronto-Dominion Bank, the Oversea-Chinese Banking 
Corporation, the United Overseas Bank, KPMG and Payments Canada
This report describes the preliminary findings of the fourth phase of Project Jasper, 
a collaborative research initiative between the public and private sectors to 
understand challenges and inefficiencies in cross-border payments and settlement 
and how new models for these processes could improve the outcome. 



  

Partnerships – Central banks
We are teaming up with other central banks to assess potential cases for central 
bank digital currencies. Together we have already published the following reports:
Central bank digital currencies—executive summary (September 30, 2021), which 
includes detailed reports on: 
System design and interoperability 
User needs and adoption 
Financial stability implications 
Central bank digital currencies: foundational principles and core features (October 
9, 2020) 
The Bank is also working with the Bank for International Settlements to launch a 
BIS Innovation Hub centre in Toronto to advance fintech innovation within the 
central banking community.                           

Technology leaders
The Bank is collaborating on CBDC research with the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. We will: explore how advanced technologies 
could affect the potential design of a CBDC and provide updates as the work 
progresses 
Moreover, the Bank has partnered with the Creative Destruction Lab and is a 
founding member of the Blockchain Research Institute.

https://www.bis.org/publ/othp42.htm
https://www.bis.org/publ/othp42_system_design.pdf
https://www.bis.org/publ/othp42_user_needs.pdf
https://www.bis.org/publ/othp42_fin_stab.pdf
https://www.bis.org/publ/othp33.htm
https://www.bankofcanada.ca/2020/06/bank-canada-partners-bank-international-settlements-launch-innovation-centre/
https://www.bankofcanada.ca/2022/03/central-bank-digital-currency-collaboration/
https://www.creativedestructionlab.com/
https://www.blockchainresearchinstitute.org/


  

Worldcoin the system for Total Control

Sam Altman, along with Alex Blania and Max 
Novendstern, co-founded the cryptocurrency 
initiative and online platform known as Worldcoin. 
It combines AI technologies with cryptocurrencies 
and blockchain in an open source protocol to give 
anyone access to a global economy.

The Worldcoin project aims to help create a global 
economy for all, regardless of country or 
economic status. To get Worldcoin, people need 
to scan their eyes through a sphere-shaped 
device called the Orb to ensure everyone is 
human and only signs up once. The unique 
identifier is taking centre stage as AI continues to 
grow, and proving someone is a person versus a 
machine is vital with the rise of AI.

Irises are distinct for each person, similar to 
fingerprints. The iris structure of the subject's eyes 
is used by the Orb to generate a special 
identifying code that serves as the person's 
unique identifier. The code is then saved on the 
Worldcoin decentralized blockchain to prevent 
others from replicating the code. The scans are 
anonymized so they cannot be traced to that 
person after the identifier is created.



  

Worldcoin the system for Total Control

Sam Altman, along with Alex Blania and Max Novendstern, co-founded the 
cryptocurrency initiative and online platform known as Worldcoin. It combines AI 
technologies with cryptocurrencies and blockchain in an open source protocol to 
give anyone access to a global economy.

The Worldcoin project aims to help create a global economy for all, regardless of 
country or economic status. To get Worldcoin, people need to scan their eyes 
through a sphere-shaped device called the Orb to ensure everyone is human 
and only signs up once. The unique identifier is taking centre stage as AI 
continues to grow, and proving someone is a person versus a machine is vital 
with the rise of AI.



  

Worldcoin the system for Total Control
Sam Altman, along with Alex Blania and Max Novendstern, co-founded the cryptocurrency 
initiative and online platform known as Worldcoin. It combines AI technologies with 
cryptocurrencies and blockchain in an open source protocol to give anyone access to a global 
economy.

The Worldcoin project aims to help create a global economy for all, regardless of country or 
economic status. To get Worldcoin, people need to scan their eyes through a sphere-shaped 
device called the Orb to ensure everyone is human and only signs up once. The unique 
identifier is taking centre stage as AI continues to grow, and proving someone is a person 
versus a machine is vital with the rise of AI.

Irises are distinct for each person, similar to fingerprints. The iris structure of the subject's eyes 
is used by the Orb to generate a special identifying code that serves as the person's unique 
identifier. The code is then saved on the Worldcoin decentralized blockchain to prevent others 
from replicating the code. The scans are anonymized so they cannot be traced to that person 
after the identifier is created.

The Orb does not store biometric data but does keep an IrisHash, which is a set of generated 
numbers to identify the person based on their scan. After a person receives their IrisHash and 
crypto wallet, they get their World ID or digital passport.

People can find an Orb centre for scanning in facilities across 35 countries. The Orb is about 
the size of a bowling ball and conducts iris scanning in-person at these centres. There are 
Orbs in several large cities in Africa, Asia, Europe, South America and North America, 
including locations in New York and California.



  

The Bank for International Settlements

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/bis.asp


  

The Bank for International Settlements
The Bank of International Settlements is launching the Icebreaker project to create a 
centralized network for efficient international payments by linking national retail CBDC 
systems together.   

93% of Banks exploring CBDC'S says Bank of International Settlements

Who are the BIS?

Headquartered in Basel, Switzerland, the Bank for International Settlements 
(BIS) is the governing bank for all central banks of the world. Founded in 1930, 
the Bank for International Settlements is the oldest global financial institution 
and operates under the auspices of international law. But from its inception to 
the present day, the role of the BIS has been ever-changing as it adapts to the 
dynamic global financial community and its needs.

After World War II, the BIS turned its focus to the defence and implementation of 
the World Bank's Bretton Woods System. Between the 1970s and 1980s, the 
BIS monitored cross-border capital flows in the wake of the oil and debt crises, 
which in turn led to the development of regulatory supervision of internationally 
active banks. The BIS has also emerged as an emergency "funder" for nations 
in trouble, coming to the aid of countries with financial problems.

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/bis.asp


  

The Bank for International Settlements
The BIS is owned by 63 central banks, representing countries from around the 
world that together account for about 95% of world GDP. 

It is wholly owned by BIS members (central banks), but still operates in the 
private market as a counter-party, asset manager and lender for central banks 
and international financial institutions. Profits from its transactions are used, 
among other things, to fund the bank's other international activities.

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/bis.asp


  

THE WORLD DIGITAL CURRENCY HAS 
JUST BEEN ANNOUNCED

The IMF Has Just Unveiled A New Global Currency Known As The “Universal Monetary Unit” 

THE UNICOIN



  

THE WORLD DIGITAL CURRENCY HAS JUST BEEN ANNOUNCED

A new global currency just launched, and no one knows what just happened. 
The “Universal Monetary Unit”, also known as “Unicoin”, is an “international 
central bank digital currency” that has been designed to work in conjunction 
with all existing national currencies. This should set off alarm bells for all of 
us, because the widespread adoption of a new “global currency” would be a 
giant step forward for the globalist agenda. The IMF did not create this new 
currency, but it was unveiled at a major IMF gathering.

International Monetary Fund press release:

Today, at the International Monetary Fund (IMF) Spring Meetings 2023, the 
Digital Currency Monetary Authority (DCMA) announced their official launch 
of an international central bank digital currency (CBDC) that strengthens the 
monetary sovereignty of participating central banks and complies with the 
recent crypto assets policy recommendations proposed by the IMF. 
Universal Monetary Unit (UMU), symbolized as – ANSI – Unicoin, is legally 
a money commodity, can transact in any legal tender settlement currency, 
and functions like a CBDC to enforce banking regulations and to protect the 
financial integrity of the international banking system. Banks can attach 
SWIFT Codes and bank accounts to a UMU digital currency wallet and 
transaction SWIFT-like cross-border payments over digital currency rails 
completely bypassing the correspondent banking system and with 
instantaneous real-time settlement. 



  

THIS IS NOT A CONSPIRACY THEORY ITS HAPPENING NOW!

 Another part of the plan is one government & one digital banking system for the entire 
world to be used with the use of a microchip installed under the skin of the hand (the 
mark of the beast) While the roll out of these changes is trialled it will be marketed as a 
positive thing for various reasons.

THE FINAL DESTINATION IS TOTAL ENSLAVEMENT OF ALL MANKIND! 

Once you are familiar with microchip digital banking and depend on your universal 
basic income payment then the trap is sprung. This is when & how you are totally 
enslaved….the government will start introducing conditions for your universal basic 
income. You must sign over all rights to own property. You must agree to net zero laws: 
no personal vehicles, no international travel, no meat, no dairy. Mandatory vaccinations 
as directed by the WHO (depopulation) Government raised children (the pedophile 
agenda) The end to single family homes Remaining within 15 minute city zones End of 
private farms, livestock, irrigation No people will live in the countryside Ban of natural 
remedies, drugs. The internet of things 5G monitoring Global social credit system 
(China style) These rules and more, if you don't comply you will not be able to buy or 
sell in any marketplace. This is happening NOW! Prepare yourself, prepare your family 
for some tough times and life or death decisions. 



  

Comments 
- All the pieces are in place as you can see.

- All that is need is a world large scale problem to trigger.

- When that happens just like Covid19 current Country and International Laws 
would come into effect immediately.

- Marshal Law would be imposed around the world – In Canada we have the 
Emergency Act.

- Just like we saw during Covid19 emergency actions would be needed like 
CERB and passed in a hurry. Changing what was once a democracy into there 
rule of law.

- People would have no other options but to concede – just like they did in 
Covid19.

- If you want to win this battle for yourself, family and friends -  first get in God’s 
House, Second Pray, Third do everything you can to Prepare.

- Become Knowledgeable – get true facts. 
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